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1. Introduction 

The Coronavirus Act 2020 Provision of Remote Education (England) Temporary Continuity 

Direction was issued by the Secretary of State for Education on 30 September 2020 and came 

into force on 22 October 2020 

 

The Direction requires that where a class, group of pupils, or individual pupils need to self-

isolate, or there are local or national restrictions requiring pupils to remain at home, schools 

are expected to provide immediate access to remote education. The expectations on the 

quality of remote education expected of schools remain those set out in the guidance for full 

opening published in July 2020.  See link below.  

 

High quality learning at home (remote education) in each Oasis academy is an expectation, 

not a best endeavour. All children must be offered the best possible education at home. 

We know that remote teaching provides the best educational experience for our students in 

the current circumstances, as students have direct teacher input and can follow their normal 

academy curriculum. We expect academies to follow the Temporary Continuity Direction 

outlined above and the detailed DfE guidance below:  

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirus-

outbreak/guidance-for-full-opening-schools#section-3-curriculum-behaviour-and-pastoral-

support 

 

2. What is this policy about? 

In brief 

This policy explains how academies must provide for remote learning if an individual or group 

of children or young people have to learn from home.  

 

In more detail 

The policy gives academy leaders detailed guidance on providing remote education due to 

isolation. There are sample timetables and guidance on how to respond to different scenarios. 

There is also advice on pastoral support, attendance and parental involvement. The policy 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirus-outbreak/guidance-for-full-opening-schools#section-3-curriculum-behaviour-and-pastoral-support
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirus-outbreak/guidance-for-full-opening-schools#section-3-curriculum-behaviour-and-pastoral-support
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/actions-for-schools-during-the-coronavirus-outbreak/guidance-for-full-opening-schools#section-3-curriculum-behaviour-and-pastoral-support
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details attendance strategies, feedback and managing student behaviour. The appendices 

contain links to support and guidance documentation to support academies further.  

 

3. Who is this policy for? 

All academy staff should be familiar with this policy. 

Academy leadership teams should develop plans so that remote education is provided when: 

1. an individual or small group of students are self-isolating at home (not the whole 

class/year) 

2. a whole class or year group bubble must self-isolate 

3. whole academy lockdown with vulnerable students on site. 

 

A plan for each scenario should be completed and shared with staff, and all staff must know 

their roles. 

 

It’s important that academies take all reasonable steps to ensure high quality remote provision. 

The quality of education at home is essential to promote student engagement, improved 

attainment and to maintain rapid progress. The curriculum needs to be broad, balanced and 

consistent. We are aware that there are variables within academies that will affect remote 

learning, mainly IT provision, staffing availability and parental engagement. 

 

4. Policy Statement 

When required to self-isolate all children must be offered the best possible education at home, 

immediately. We know that remote teaching provides the best educational experience for our 

students in the current circumstances, as students have direct teacher input and can follow 

their normal academy curriculum. 

 

5. The requirements that apply to this policy  

 

The Coronavirus Act 2020 Provision of Remote Education (England) Temporary Continuity 

Direction was issued by the Secretary of State for Education on 30 September 2020 and came 

into force on 22 October 2020. 
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6. DfE guidance 

DFE guidance states that they expect schools to:  

 use a curriculum sequence that allows access to high-quality online and offline 

resources and teaching videos and that are linked to the school’s curriculum 

expectations  

 give access to high quality remote education resources  

 select the online tools that will be consistently used across the school in order to allow 

interaction, assessment and feedback  

 make sure staff are trained in their use  

 provide printed resources, such as textbooks and workbooks, for pupils who do not 

have suitable online access  

 recognise that younger pupils and some pupils with SEND may not be able to access 

remote education without adult support and so schools should work with families to 

deliver a broad and ambitious curriculum  

 

When teaching pupils remotely, they expect schools to:  

 set assignments so that pupils have meaningful and ambitious work each day in a 

number of different subjects 

 teach a planned and well-sequenced curriculum so that knowledge and skills are built 

on incrementally, with a good level of clarity about what is intended to be taught and 

practised in each subject 

 provide frequent, clear explanations of new content, delivered by a teacher in the 

school or through high-quality curriculum resources or videos  

 gauge how well pupils are progressing through the curriculum, using questions and 

other suitable tasks and set a clear expectation on how regularly teachers will check 

work.  This will enable teachers to adjust the pace or difficulty of what is being taught 

in response to questions or assessments, including, where necessary, revising 

material or simplifying explanations to ensure pupils’ understanding  

 plan a programme that is of equivalent length to the core teaching pupils would receive 

in school, ideally including daily contact with teachers. 
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7. Expectations for secondary and sixth form 

It is essential that DFE expectations are followed, and where staffing and IT access will allow 

it is expected that all secondary children maintain a full curriculum in line with what is already 

in place in the academy. The curriculum offer must be suitably broad and balanced – mirroring 

the KS3, KS4 and KS5 national curriculum. Whilst all subjects must be studied, there may be 

some adjustments needed to the existing curriculum for practical subjects, such as PE, Art, 

DT and Music.  

 

The expectation is that synchronous, live lessons should be delivered using MS Teams. If an 

academy feels they cannot meet this expectation then they must discuss opportunities to 

achieve this with their Regional Director in the first instance, where asynchronous learning 

may need to be blended with synchronous learning to ensure students receive a high-quality 

learning experience at home. 

 

8. Planning for different scenarios: synchronous learning 

As previously mentioned, there are 3 different scenarios that may lead to students being 

educated at home, so academies need to have plans in place for each scenario. Academies 

also need to have clear plans in place for students who have access to devices and internet, 

and adapted plans for those who do not. One to one devices will be available for Year 10, 11, 

12 and 13 students to use at home so they can access live lessons and a full curriculum. As 

the Horizons roll out accelerates more students will have access to online learning. All 

students must be provided with appropriate equipment (pen, paper etc) to be able to complete 

learning at home. 

 

The table below outlines the expectations for each scenario below: 

 

Scenario Students with device/internet access    Students with no 

device/internet access 

1. A small 

group of 

students 

are self-

Students log onto their lessons from 

home, 

and teachers log onto MS Teams whilst  

If a device cannot be provided 

for students, paper-based work 

should be set for students in line 

with their usual curriculum. This 
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isolating 

at home 

(not the 

whole 

class or 

year 

group). 

delivering lessons to their students in 

the academy. Work is submitted on MS 

Teams. 

OR 

Lessons are uploaded each day with  

explanation and resources, so that 

students  

can complete at home. Work is 

submitted on MS Teams. 

could be a work pack, 

worksheets or textbook work. 

EBACC NLPs are creating 

weekly work packs for year 7-9 

that can be used. This must be 

submitted to teachers when 

they return to the academy. 

2. A whole 

class or 

year 

group  

bubble 

must  

self-

isolate. 

 

Normal timetable of live lessons on MS 

Teams to be followed, with work 

submitted on MS Teams. Reasonable 

adjustments may need to be made for 

subjects with practical aspects, such as: 

 PE/Dance may focus on theory and 

give suggested practical activities. 

 Art/DT/Music will have to adapt to 

use equipment available to students. 

 Science will be unable to complete 

practical work. 

If a device cannot be provided 

for students, paper-based work 

should be set for students 

in line with their usual 

curriculum. This could  

be a work pack, worksheets or 

textbook work. EBACC NLPs 

are creating weekly work packs 

for year 7-9 that can be used. 

This must be submitted to 

teachers when students return  

to the academy. 

3. Whole 

academy 

lockdown 

with 

vulnerable 

students 

on site. 

 

Normal timetable of live lessons on MS 

Teams to be followed, with work 

submitted on MS Teams. Vulnerable 

students on site complete their live 

lessons on MS Teams with support from 

staff on site. Reasonable adjustments 

may need to be made for subjects with 

practical aspects, such as: 

 PE/Dance may focus on theory and 

give suggested practical activities. 

 Art/DT/Music will have to adapt to 

use equipment available to students. 

 Science will be unable to complete 

practical work. 

If a device cannot be provided 

for students, paper-based work 

should be set for students  

in line with their usual 

curriculum. This could  

be a work pack, worksheets or 

textbook  

work. EBACC NLPs are 

creating weekly work packs for 

year 7-9 that can be used. This 

must 

be submitted to teachers when 

they return to academy. 

 
See appendix 1 for an action plan that could be used to plan for each scenario and appendix 

2 for an example of what an academy remote learning policy may look like. 
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9. Asynchronous learning 

There may be some situations when a full timetable of live lessons via MS Teams may not be 

possible, particularly if there is significant staff sickness. In these situations, academies should 

contact their Regional Director to agree an approach that blends synchronous, live lessons 

with asynchronous learning, so that students still have access to a full curriculum.  

 
Below are some ideas for asynchronous learning that could be used by academies: 

 Assignments set on MS Teams or Show My Homework (where academies already use 

this instead of MS Teams). 

 Pre-recorded lessons shared with whole year group. 

 BBC Bitesize: daily lessons for year 7-11 provided. 

 Oak National Academy: daily lessons for year 7-11 provided. 

 Online apps and websites e.g. Seneca, Hegarty Maths, GCSE Pod, Tassomai, 

Duolingo. 

 

It’s important that students and parents receive a clear timetable to support this blended 

approach. An example of how a day may look is shown below: 

 

Lesson Activity Synchronous/ 
asynchronous 

Lesson 
1: 8.30-
9.30 

Maths live lesson on MS Teams.  Synchronous 

Lesson 
2: 9.30-
10.30 

English lesson on MS Teams. Synchronous 

Tutor 
time: 
10.30-
10.45 

Reading of newspaper article shared on MS 

Teams. 

Asynchronous 

Lesson 
3: 
11.00-
12.00 

History assignment and forms quiz set on MS 

Teams. 

Asynchronous 

Lesson 
4: 
12.00-
13.00 

Science live lesson on MS Teams. Synchronous 
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Lesson 
5: 
14.00-
15.00 

Complete lesson on the Three Marks of Existence 

at Oak National Academy website and complete 

learning reflection worksheet on MS Teams: 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/the-

three-marks-of-existence-75hkct 

 

Asynchronous 

 
 

10. Student engagement: check for understanding and feedback 

Every academy must work to ensure engagement in terms of high-quality student involvement 

and response through regular check for understanding, so that teachers can identify 

misconceptions and gaps in students’ knowledge. This may include completing online quizzes 

(e.g. Forms or Kahoot), teacher’s analysing data from online content (e.g. TTRS), attaching 

assignments in MS Teams or photographing and emailing in work. Work completed by 

students during any remote learning period must be evaluated and it is important that students 

receive feedback on their work in line with the academy feedback policy (see appendix 3 for 

lots of useful pedagogy resources for remote learning).  

 

11. Student engagement: behaviour 

When teaching an interactive lesson online, teachers must be clear about the expectations of 

student behaviour. Teachers should re-iterate the ground rules at the start of each session. 

This includes routines for cameras being on or off, and routines for contributing to the lesson 

with via microphone and the chat function. Examples may be who can speak or how a pupil 

should indicate if they have a question. If this is the first time that classes are delivered online, 

it may take some time in becoming familiar with the new environment. High expectations of 

student behaviour must be maintained during remote learning, and if students behave poorly 

during live lessons, the school’s behaviour for learning policy should be followed and this 

should be escalated as appropriate.  

 

12. Student engagement: inclusion 

When planning and teaching live lessons, reasonable adjustments must be made to ensure 

all students can access the learning and are appropriately challenged, so that all students can 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/the-three-marks-of-existence-75hkct
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/the-three-marks-of-existence-75hkct
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make progress. This includes the following groups of students: SEND, EAL, most able, low 

prior attainers and students with low reading ages. 

 

Additional support for students should still take place remotely and should be agreed by 

leaders within academies. This includes, but is not limited to, intervention groups, TA and 

student/s break out groups during activities in lessons, online programmes, regular 

student/parent support calls.  

 

13. Student engagement: attendance and pastoral support 

Regular contact with students is vital to check progress being made, gauge student 

engagement and identify if additional support is needed from the academy pastoral or 

safeguarding team.  

 

Attendance and pastoral teams must be used to ensure learning is a priority for all children 

every day. Student absence from online learning or from completing learning tasks set to 

complete at home should be viewed as being absent from their academy and leaders must 

ensure clear systems for checking and chasing absence from learning.  A register should be 

kept of student online attendance separate from the DFE returns process. Parents or carers 

must be contacted if a student doesn’t attend online learning sessions.   

 

14. Parental engagement 

We know that strong parental engagement is important to make remote learning successful. 

Parents must have regular communication regarding remote learning, including details of the 

provision provided by each academy (e.g. timetable for students), support in how to access 

resources/live lessons and information regarding their child’s attendance, behaviour and 

engagement. Parents must also be informed that they must not video or record any lessons, 

and that as quiet a place as possible needs to be provided for their children during live lessons. 

A home/academy agreement to support parental engagement is good practice (see appendix 

4). 
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15. Safeguarding 

Online or offline, effective Safeguarding requires a whole-academy approach. Teachers must 

always therefore adhere to the OCL’s expectations around safeguarding and must be 

reminded of their safeguarding obligations and the teachers Code of Conduct. Any 

safeguarding incidents or potential concerns must be reported according to policy using the 

CPOMS reporting system. When delivering lessons online, the following guidelines must be 

followed: 

 Wear appropriate clothes. Laptop cameras give different and unexpected camera 

angles, so wear what you would wear if you were in the academy.  

 Think about your ‘classroom’: 

o Don’t go on-line from your bedroom, 

o Look at the background – ensure this doesn’t include anything you don’t want 

students to see e.g. family pictures. 

 Warn others in your house that you are broadcasting on-line so that other members of 

your household do not pass by the camera. 

 Always record your session, this will protect you against any form of allegation. All 

chats in MS Teams are also saved and property of OCL. 

 Avoid 1:1 support. Always have at least 2 students in a session. 

 Only use OCL approved methods of on-line communications (MS Teams) – do not 

use any form of social media even if you have set them up specifically for this purpose. 

 Monitoring and web filter software is in use on all OCL equipment and any infringement 

is followed up by the Safeguarding Team. In addition, OCL is implementing the Safer 

Schools App on all devices in conjunction with the Horizon’s Project so that additional 

on-line safety advice is available to students, parents and staff. 

 Think about the language you use in lessons. Students are going to be worried and 

anxious about the future, keep calm, re-iterate the government message of washing 

hands and social distancing. Remember we are an Oasis Family and we have a duty 

to support our students and offer them reassurance. 

 Consider the safeguarding of each child you teach on-line. You may be the only non-

family member they are going to see today. Listen for any cues that indicate a 

safeguarding concern and report these to your DSL immediately. These cues might be 

about: 
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o Child abuse or neglect 

o Inadequate supervision at home 

o The impact of food poverty  

o The health status in a family and any young carer responsibilities students may 

be picking up. 

 The time students spend in front of the screen must be considered by academies, and 

regular breaks must be built into online timetables, in the same way breaks are built 

into academy timetables usually. 

 Allow only students that have been invited to access live lessons. Other students and 

adults should not be given access. 

 

16. Monitoring by leaders 

All leaders must ensure a clear system of monitoring is in place to ensure the highest quality 

of teaching and learning is in place. The new “Insights” function on MS Teams may support 

with accessing some of the data below. This may include:  

 Systems to track attendance of students and submission of work. 

 Dropping into online lessons to observe/support/coach. 

 Checking planning of online learning and checking that the National Curriculum is 

being covered. 

 Pupil voice feedback. 

 Staff voice feedback. 

 Getting regular reports and updates from Middle Leaders as part of line management. 

 checking feedback and any assessments, exit tickets, quizzes etc and the process 

used by teachers to use this feedback to plan effectively. 

 Analysis of work submitted. 

 Web filtering and moderated keystroke monitoring occurs on all OCL devices 

 

17. Support from the National Education Team 

Where a class or year group is self-isolating or there is a lockdown, academy leaders will 

report on student engagement for each student in their academy each week. This will be 

shared with their Regional Directors and will be analysed nationally. Regional Directors will 
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support, challenge and quality assure the quality of remote learning. Where there is low 

student attendance, Regional Directors will support the academy leader to enhance student 

participation rapidly. They will also monitor pupil voice regularly with a random sample of 

children through MS Teams calls arranged through the academy each week. 

 

Regional Directors and the National Leads for Pedagogy, Curriculum and Behaviour will also 

share regional and national best practice in remote learning. In addition specialist 

safeguarding support is available to all academies from the National Safeguarding Lead. 

 

18. Support from the National Leads for Leads for Pedagogy, Curriculum and 

Behaviour  

Through these links colleagues can access training and support materials for online learning: 

 Primary:  follow link 

 Secondary:  follow link 

 

The academy’s assigned Pedagogy NLP is also able to support with setting up remote 

teaching and live lessons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3a4c1a373336ac4c7fb73fc5d57d01ba84%40thread.tacv2/Oasis%2520Primary%2520Remote%2520Teaching?groupId=a44699d1-bbe8-4e99-a4d1-6fd51626a667&tenantId=8dd73dcf-b57c-40ec-b7f8-755b512d9f7b
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3a841428b5fc5e4efb838a38629e574fef%40thread.tacv2/Oasis%2520Secondary%2520Remote%2520Teaching?groupId=a44699d1-bbe8-4e99-a4d1-6fd51626a667&tenantId=8dd73dcf-b57c-40ec-b7f8-755b512d9f7b
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Appendix 1: Example Action Plan for Remote Learning 

1. A small group of students are self-isolating at home (not the whole class or year group). 

Setting 

up 

remote 

learning 

(day 1) 

Lessons for 

students with 

device/internet 

access 

Lessons for 

students without 

device/internet 

access 

Monitoring 

student 

work 

Monitoring 

setting of 

lessons 

Keeping 

in touch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

2. A whole class or year group bubble must self-isolate. 

 

Setting 

up 

remote 

learning 

(day 1) 

Lessons for 

students with 

device/internet 

access 

Lessons for 

students 

without 

device/internet 

access 

Monitoring 

student 

work 

Monitoring 

setting of 

lessons 

Keeping 

in touch 

Vulnerable 

provision 

(on site) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

3. Whole academy lockdown with vulnerable students on site. 
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Setting 

up 

remote 

learning 

(day 1) 

Lessons for 

students with 

device/internet 

access 

Lessons for 

students 

without 

device/internet 

access 

Monitoring 

student 

work 

Monitoring 

setting of 

lessons 

Keeping 

in touch 

Vulnerable 

provision 

(on site) 
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Appendix 2: Example of remote learning procedures for teachers 

Oasis Academy XXX: Remote Learning Teaching and Learning Procedures 

  
Safeguarding  

Teachers must always therefore adhere to the academy’s expectations around safeguarding. 

Any safeguarding incidents or potential concerns must be reported according to policy using 

the CPOMS reporting system. When delivering lessons online, the following guidelines must 

be followed: 

 Wear appropriate clothes. Laptop cameras give different and unexpected camera 

angles, so wear what you would wear if you were in the academy.  

 Think about your ‘classroom’: 

o Don’t go on-line from your bedroom, 

o Look at the background – ensure this doesn’t include anything you don’t want 

students to see e.g. family pictures. 

 Warn others in your house that you are broadcasting on-line so that other members of 

your household do not pass by the camera. 

 Always record your session, this will protect you against any form of allegation. All 

chats in MS Teams are also saved and property of OCL. 

 Avoid 1:1 support. Always have at least 2 students in a session. 

 Only use OCL approved methods of on-line communications (MS Teams) – do not 

use any form of social media even if you have set them up specifically for this purpose. 

 Think about the language you use in lessons. Students are going to be worried and 

anxious about the future, keep calm, re-iterate the government message of washing 

hands and social distancing. Remember we are an Oasis Family and we have a duty 

to support our students and offer them reassurance. 

 Consider the safeguarding of each child you teach on-line. You may be the only non-

family member they are going to see today. Listen for any cues that indicate a 

safeguarding concern and report these to your DSL immediately. These cues might be 

about: 

o Child abuse or neglect 

o Inadequate supervision at home 
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o The impact of food poverty  

o The health status in a family and any young carer responsibilities students may 

be picking up. 

 Allow only students that have been invited to access live lessons. Other students and 

adults should not be given access. 

 

First slide  

Include the following slide at the start of every lesson, as this outlines out academy 

expectations.  

  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Home Learning  

Online Learning Lessons must:   

 Be delivered using a PowerPoint   

 Delivered through Microsoft Teams, using either a live meeting or pre-recorded 

format.  If pre-recorded staff should be available to offer live help.  

 Follow the standard lesson structure as much as possible (Do Now, Lesson Objective, 

I Do, We Do, You Do) 

 Remind pupils of online learning symbols and expectations.  

 Include some form of quizzing / independent review to test what students have learnt 

and aid your planning for the next lesson.  

  
Lesson structure  

Each lesson should include:  
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 Set simple, recursive tasks (over practice).  PowerPoints should have a real clarity of 

instruction visible to learners.  

 A clear model (what excellence looks like) including success criteria.  

  

Interleaving/spaced repetition  

It may be helpful to focus on consolidation of prior content, rather than introducing lots of new 

content. For practical reasons it may be difficult for teachers to introduce some new content 

to pupils, particularly during the early phase of these changes.  Consolidation of prior learning, 

however, is likely to be beneficial. We know that what pupils store in long term memory can 

help them to learn more, so consolidation is not wasted time or a lack of ‘progress’. This is 

potentially a good opportunity to help pupils become fluent in key aspects of the curriculum 

and thus lay solid foundations for when school and college resumes.  

  
Pupil accountability  

Pupil’s accountability matters. Expect to check on their learning in one or more of the following 

ways:  

 Completed worksheets/ word documents uploaded as assignments  

 Photos of work  

 Online quiz completion  

  
Assessment and feedback  

All pupils are entitled to feedback; however this may be in the format of whole class 

feedback.  Where possible, academy marking procedures should be followed, 

with feedback used to highlight areas of strength and areas for development.  

  
Perfect presentation   

Be clear about the medium (use of just exercise books and quizzing etc) and exactly how it 

should be presented (e.g. using Board/Book). Keep learning as familiar as possible.   
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Dual coding home learning symbols  

 

  

Work in your exercise book.  
*A note pad or paper will also work but try to keep your work 
organised for separate subjects.  
  

  

Pause and think or complete a short task.  

  

Pause and think/ Answer the questions.  

  

Complete assignment.  
*This will be an extended, independent task. Your teacher will be 
available for questions or clarification via the chat function.  
  

  

Complete quiz.  

  

Self-mark using green pen.  

  

Mute microphone.  
*Please note that microphones must be muted at all times, unless 
your teacher asks you to unmute you microphone. Any questions 
should be asked via the chat function.  
  

  

No video.  

  

No phones.  
If pupils are accessing their work via a laptop or tablet then phones 
should be turned off to avoid distractions.  
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Appendix 3: useful pedagogy resources for remote teaching 

Clear approaches to remote teaching have emerged over recent months, and there are lots of 

great resources available to support the development of remote teaching, some of which have 

been created by Oasis Community Learning and some of which have been created outside of 

the Trust. Useful links are signposted below which can be used to develop practice. 

Resource Description Link 

The Oasis 

Summer 

Series 

A series of 7 sessions, delivered by the Pedagogy 

team, aimed at teachers and focusing on the 

pedagogy of remote teaching. The sessions focus on: 

1. What matters most in online learning. 

2. Managing attention during explanation. 

3. Motivating students and holding students 

accountable. 

4. Managing cognitive load: clarifying and 

simplifying resources. 

5. Managing cognitive load: teaching skills and 

procedures. 

6. Knowledge transfer: designing activities that 

encourage thinking. 

7. Checking for understanding: how to check 

whether students really “got it.” 

The Summer 

Series 

 

Online 

Lessons: 

Getting 

Started 

A session, delivered by the Pedagogy team, aimed at 

Principals and Teaching and Learning Leads, focusing 

on: 

1. The key principles of remote teaching. 

2. How to train teachers remotely. 

3. How to best use the technology. 

4. Practical considerations when setting up 

remote teaching. 

Online 

Lessons: 

Getting Started 

 

MS Teams 

Support 

Videos 

Videos, delivered by the IT team, which showcase the 

various functions on MS Teams, focusing on: 

1. Getting started with MS Teams. 

2. Using teams and channels in MS Teams. 

3. Working with files and scheduling meetings in 

MS Teams. 

4. Posts and conversations in MS Teams. 

5. Setting up and activating your class team. 

6. Using channels and tabs in your class team. 

7. Posts and conversations in your class team. 

8. Creating assignments in your class team. 

MS Teams 

Videos 

 

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3A841428b5fc5e4efb838a38629e574fef%40thread.tacv2/tab%3A%3Aa1ed5ff6-aa94-402c-82ca-6910f41e0636?groupId=a44699d1-bbe8-4e99-a4d1-6fd51626a667&tenantId=8dd73dcf-b57c-40ec-b7f8-755b512d9f7b
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3A841428b5fc5e4efb838a38629e574fef%40thread.tacv2/tab%3A%3Aa1ed5ff6-aa94-402c-82ca-6910f41e0636?groupId=a44699d1-bbe8-4e99-a4d1-6fd51626a667&tenantId=8dd73dcf-b57c-40ec-b7f8-755b512d9f7b
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3A841428b5fc5e4efb838a38629e574fef%40thread.tacv2/tab%3A%3A71d69fac-dd41-40e5-bb79-1527037bbef6?groupId=a44699d1-bbe8-4e99-a4d1-6fd51626a667&tenantId=8dd73dcf-b57c-40ec-b7f8-755b512d9f7b
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3A841428b5fc5e4efb838a38629e574fef%40thread.tacv2/tab%3A%3A71d69fac-dd41-40e5-bb79-1527037bbef6?groupId=a44699d1-bbe8-4e99-a4d1-6fd51626a667&tenantId=8dd73dcf-b57c-40ec-b7f8-755b512d9f7b
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3A841428b5fc5e4efb838a38629e574fef%40thread.tacv2/tab%3A%3A71d69fac-dd41-40e5-bb79-1527037bbef6?groupId=a44699d1-bbe8-4e99-a4d1-6fd51626a667&tenantId=8dd73dcf-b57c-40ec-b7f8-755b512d9f7b
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3A841428b5fc5e4efb838a38629e574fef%40thread.tacv2/tab%3A%3A34a2810d-b226-4b70-9488-5ca03b6e3a20?groupId=a44699d1-bbe8-4e99-a4d1-6fd51626a667&tenantId=8dd73dcf-b57c-40ec-b7f8-755b512d9f7b
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3A841428b5fc5e4efb838a38629e574fef%40thread.tacv2/tab%3A%3A34a2810d-b226-4b70-9488-5ca03b6e3a20?groupId=a44699d1-bbe8-4e99-a4d1-6fd51626a667&tenantId=8dd73dcf-b57c-40ec-b7f8-755b512d9f7b
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Powerful 

Action Steps: 

remote 

teaching and 

online 

learning 

content 

A selection of action steps focused on remote teaching 

and online learning that can be used to coach staff. 

These focus on a range of areas such as setting clear 

expectations, motivating students, retrieval practice, 

explaining clearly, holding students to account, 

managing cognitive load and gathering data on 

learning and work completion. 

PAS content 

Check for 

understanding 

suggestions 

A list of tools that can be used to engage students and 

check for understanding, with videos that explain how 

to use each tool.  
Check for 

understanding suggestions.docx
 

Ambition 

Institute’s 

Remote 

Teacher 

Development: 

A Guide 

A guide created by Ambition Institute that focuses on 

how we can support teachers to promote student 

learning during remote teaching and also how we can 

support teachers to keep improving. 

Ambition Institute 

Remote Teaching Guide.pdf
 

Delta Remote 

Learning 

Guidance 

Delta have summarised a range of research into 

remote teaching, including work by Doug Lemov and 

Daisy Christodoulou. There are also links to lots of 

articles and blogs focused on remote teaching. 

Delta Remote 

Teaching and Learning Guide.docx
 

  

https://powerfulactionsteps.education/pas/141/Remote-Teaching-&-Online-Learning
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Appendix 4: Example home/academy agreement 

Dear parent/carer, 

With some lessons now delivered remotely via Microsoft Teams, it is important that we have 

an agreed way of working so that all students can learn in a safe environment. Please see 

below a home/academy agreement for live lessons. Please could you read this carefully, sign 

this and return to the academy. 

Yours faithfully, 

Principal 

 

Remote learning home/academy agreement 

During live Microsoft Teams lessons, it’s important that we uphold our academy values at 

all times so that everyone can learn in a safe environment. Please read the expectations 

outlined below, and sign at the bottom of the page to show that you have read and 

understood these expectations and agree to uphold these. 

 

 All live lessons will be recorded by your teacher. You must not record any of the 
lessons. 
 If you post a written message, it must be about academy work only. It is not used 
as a chat room for personal messages. 
 Written messages must not contain informal language.  
 Find a quiet area and ask everyone else to remain quiet during your lesson. Use 
headphones/earphones, if possible, to help you to concentrate.  
 Mute your microphone when you are in the lesson. 
 Remain in the lesson for the whole time, from start to end of lesson. 
 Speak kindly and appropriately to others. This includes through verbal and written 
messages.  
 Behave as you would be expected to in a lesson at school  

o Listen carefully to your teacher.  
o Only speak when your teacher asks you to.  
o Contribute to the lesson and ask questions like you normally would using 
the chat function. 
o Sit sensibly during the live lesson.  
o Complete the tasks that your teacher gives you. 
o Meet deadlines and submit any work you teacher has requested. 

Student name:  

Student signature:  

Parent name:  

Parent signature:  
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RACI matrix 

“R” for anyone who is “Responsible” for a task listed in the policy, an “A” for anyone who is 

“Accountable”, a “C” for anyone who must be “Consulted” under the policy and “I” for anyone 

who must be “Informed” about aspects of the policy. 
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Academies to follow the Temporary Continuity 
Direction as set out by the DfE 

A R R I    

Provision of immediate access to remote education 
in event of self-isolation or local/national Covid-19 
restriction 

 A R I    

Academies to meet DfE expectations in relation to 
remote learning 

 A R I    

Blending synchronous and asynchronous learning  C R C,I    

Communication to students regarding expected 
behaviour 

 C R R    

Communication to parents / carers   C R R    

Teams is used for teaching remotely   C R R    

Attendance of students is tracked   C R I R   

Pastoral support is in place or students  C R I  R  

OCL pedagogy is employed when teaching 
remotely  

  R R    

Policy practice is monitored   R R C    

Appropriate support is in place for students with 
SEND 

  R I   R 
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ABOUT US
Ambition Institute is a graduate school for teachers, school leaders and system 
leaders. We help educators serving children from disadvantaged backgrounds 
to keep getting better.


We support educators at every stage – from newly qualified teachers through  
to leaders of groups of schools. Our aim is to ensure there are expert teachers  
in every classroom, being led by exceptional school leaders at all levels.


Our programmes are informed by the latest research and the lessons we’ve 
learned from great teachers and school leaders.



https://www.ambition.org.uk/
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OVERVIEW
Since schools closed, teachers have learned rapidly about what works, and does not work, to promote remote 
learning. This document shares the approaches, experiences and initial reflections of Ambition Institute’s  
Teacher Education Fellows, as they have sought to help their colleagues to teach effectively now and to keep improving.


Each Fellow’s story briefly describes what they have tried and the impact it has had so far: they have also shared  
the training plans and resources they have used.


SECTION 1: HOW CAN WE SUPPORT TEACHERS TO PROMOTE STUDENT LEARNING NOW?


1.1 Identifying action steps to refine online teaching Josh Goodrich Assistant Principal, Oasis Academy South Bank


1.2 Helping teachers to explain ideas clearly Clare Couves Director of Science, Reach Academy Feltham


1.3 Designing workpacks and preparing online learning Susie Fraser Director, Manchester Communication  
Research School


1.4 Collectively designing effective online learning Rachel Sewell Associate Vice Principal, St Mark’s  
Church of England Academy


1.5 Guiding teachers in online learning Andy Jones Vice Principal, The de Ferrers Academy 


Greg Hughes Vice Principal, Apple Distinguished Educator  
and EdTech50 Educator - 2020


1.6 Finding ways to help families and staff remain connected Jo Riley Headteacher, Randal Cremer Primary School 


SECTION 2: HOW CAN WE SUPPORT TEACHERS TO KEEP IMPROVING?


2.1 Continuing to develop teachers’ professional knowledge Debbie Light Vice Principal, Ark Acton


2.2  Designing a professional development programme  
for all staff


Louise Hall Head of Schools, The Ashington  
Learning Partnership


Catherine Clark Deputy Head of School, 
Central Primary School


2.3 Continuing to train trainee teachers Keren Davis Associate Assistant Principal, ITT Lead


2.4 Supporting trainee teachers who are still teaching Kathryn Frost Development Lead, Teach First


2.5 Interviewing prospective teachers remotely Chris Mitchinson Deputy Headteacher, Academy 360  
(Laidlaw Schools Trust)


Their stories demonstrate the value of maintaining a focus on the principles of learning and teacher education,  
while finding new ways to allow teachers to act on them.


HARRY FLETCHER-WOOD, MAY 2020 
Associate Dean of Learning Design at Ambition Institute and leader of the Teacher Education Fellows programme


“No one pretends to have solved all the challenges which schools and teachers face, but we hope that our efforts 
will be useful to teachers and school leaders nationally and internationally.”


Teacher Education Fellows is a two year development programme developing  
the expertise and practice of teacher educators.


LEARN MORE



https://www2.ambition.org.uk/Teacher-Education-Fellows-Learn-More

https://www2.ambition.org.uk/Teacher-Education-Fellows-Learn-More

https://www.ambition.org.uk/

https://www2.ambition.org.uk/Teacher-Education-Fellows-Learn-More
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SECTION 1:


HOW CAN WE SUPPORT TEACHERS TO 
PROMOTE STUDENT LEARNING NOW?
1.1 IDENTIFYING ACTION STEPS TO REFINE ONLINE TEACHING


Josh Goodrich:
“Remote teaching is still teaching. But it’s teaching where some of the 
key principles of effective practice are hugely amplified while others are 
quietened, some completely muted. To teach effectively online, we need 
to focus all our attention on lesson design and pedagogy that targets the 
amplified principles.”


There are two crucial barriers to effective online learning. The first is  
over-complex, confusing lesson and task design. As far as possible, if we  
can get every lesson to look and sound the same, with a shared, common 
language around what students will be doing, we are more likely to be 
successful. This is because if students have to devote limited working  
memory resources to decoding a novel or confusing task design, they are  
less likely to have space for essential processing of key lesson content. 
By keeping our lesson structures predictable, students can devote more 
resources to thinking hard about content. 


The second crucial barrier is motivation, engagement and effort. Put simply, 
students have none of the usual social motivations, supports and structures that 
push them to make an effort in a normal classroom situation. Unless we design 
our lessons around this motivation vacuum, ensuring that we make it easy for 
students to get started in their learning, and to see the reasons why making an 
effort is important, it is likely this will cause problems. 


Resource


Action steps for teachers 
to build motivation, 
explain and hold students’ 
attention, structure 
independent practice 
and check student 
understanding


LEARN MORE



https://www.ambition.org.uk/

https://www2.ambition.org.uk/Key-Principles-Josh-Goodrich-Download
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Action steps for better managing student behaviour / setting expectations / building culture:


We need to remember that we have very limited control over the learning environment or the behaviour of the 
learner. As such, we need to encourage learners to do this for themselves.


Our messaging to students should be the same in every lesson. This will help to build a culture and ensure that 
students develop good habits around learning.


>  Managing behaviour and setting expectations: 
Make sure that learners are clear on the 
boundaries and expectations of the online 
setting. As much as possible, aim to cultivate the 
same culture you have in your classroom, while 
developing good online learning habits.  


>  Friendly greeting: “Hello everyone! Welcome 
to your English lesson. I’m really excited to be 
teaching you again. Are you ready to learn?  
Let’s get going!”


>  Remove distractions, particularly phones:  
“We know how distracting it is to try to concentrate 
if you are also chatting to friends online. Please 
turn off the TV and shut down anything that might 
distract you. If you are using your phone to learn, 
make sure everything else is closed down. If you 
are not, please place your phone away from you.”


>  Set boundaries: Remind students of the 
importance of professionalism on the call. If 
necessary, ensure that calls are recorded so that 
students know there is a record of their behaviour. 


>  Build good online learning habits: Ensure that the 
students cultivate good habits for online learning, 
for example muting their microphones and turning 
their cameras off. “The expectations around this call 
are exactly the same as in school. We are recording 
all lessons, so remember that there is a record of 
what you say and do.”


>  Set appropriate location: “We also know how much 
easier it is to learn in a calm, quiet environment. If 
possible, please go to a space where you can work 
uninterrupted. Make sure you are sitting down 
somewhere you can watch this video while also 
writing in your book. A desk would be perfect.”



https://www.ambition.org.uk/
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1.2 HELPING TEACHERS TO EXPLAIN MORE CLEARLY


Claire Couves: 
“Explaining concepts with clarity is incredibly difficult.”


In the classroom we rely on non-verbal cues and Assessment for Learning to 
check that our pupils are understanding. If I survey the classroom and see a 
sea of blank faces, or ask a question and get incorrect responses I can stop my 
explanation and try again. Now I am teaching through a computer my ability to 
teach responsively is significantly hindered. Even if I set pupils a quiz at the end 
of each lesson, there is the potential for them to spend the entire lesson not 
understanding, eroding their confidence and motivation. It is therefore vital that 
my exposition is as clear as I can possibly make it.


As a head of department, in identifying the importance of exposition clarity for 
online learning, I wanted to ensure that anything we focussed on now was relevant 
both now, and when back in the classroom. From the reading (and watching) 
that I have done I came up with my own ‘best bets’. There is a huge amount of 
sophisticated research out there but in terms of enacting change quickly I wanted 
to settle on three key, high leverage principles. I decided that, for us, these were 
chunking, thinking ratio and visual cues.


Chunking: Online learning is harder for pupils to engage with, so concepts need to 
be broken down into much smaller chunks. To increase pupil motivation we want 
to make the first step easier ensuring they feel successful early. By breaking new 
knowledge or procedures into smaller chunks, practicing each chunk and building 
on each previous idea helps us to build up sophisticated schemas in pupils.


Thinking ratio: It is much harder, if not impossible, to know if a pupil is actively 
thinking online. Pupils passively listening to a video will not be learning as much 
as if they are actively thinking, so it is vital that pupils are thinking throughout 
my exposition. There is no perfect solution, we can’t force pupils to think. In the 
classroom we might use cold call or mini whiteboards however online we have 
limited options. We can encourage thinking by pausing between sentences and 
using ‘pause points’ to encourage active participation. These pause points allow 
you to direct pupils’ attention, to be listening when you are speaking and thinking 
when you ask a question. 


Visual cues: Dual coding is a popular term at the moment and there are lots of 
great blogs and videos showing excellent examples. It is important to remember 
that dual coding is more than just relating a picture and a word. It is about using 
well constructed diagrams to support pupil understanding. Effective use includes: 
consistent use by those teaching the same concept, building these diagrams by 
starting with prior knowledge and using the same diagram to support retrieval.


Having identified and trialled what makes a good exposition I set about designing 
a scheme of CPD to share these ‘best bets’ with other teachers. To align my 
teachers’ thinking and ensure our diagrams are going to support understanding 
we present them to each other and ‘minesweep’ them for misconceptions. We 
then share these ‘finalised’ diagrams to promote consistency in the future. I 
am hopeful that not only will this have a hugely positive impact on our remote 
learning provision but that our supercharged explanations will remain invaluable 
when we return to the classrooms we very much miss. 


Watch an example


This video shows Claire 
introducing collision 
theory for Year 10 &  
Key Stage 3.


LEARN MORE


Further Reading


1. Pupil accountability 
Doug Lemov


2. Clear Teacher 
Explanations 
Pritesh Raichura


3. Structuring and 
Organising Knowledge 
Harry Fletcher-Wood


4. Dual Coding for 
teacher’s that can’t draw 
Adam Boxer


5. Pause Points 
Doug Lemov


6. Implications of distance 
learning for teachers 
Harry Fletcher-Wood


7. Setting work for 
a long shut down 
Tom Sherrington


8. Dual Coding 
Oliver Caviglioli



https://www.ambition.org.uk/

https://www2.ambition.org.uk/Clear-Instructions-Claire-Couves

https://teachlikeachampion.com/blog/accountability-and-feedback-online-one-big-questions-is-when/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=16SBht2iF_k&feature=youtu.be

https://improvingteaching.co.uk/2019/12/01/deep-learning-2-structuring-and-organising-knowledge-responsive-teaching-update/

https://teachlikeachampion.com/blog/pause-points-a-clip-from-sara-sherrs-online-classroom/

https://improvingteaching.co.uk/2020/03/12/learning-in-the-time-of-coronavirus-planning-distance-schooling/

https://teacherhead.com/2020/03/15/setting-work-for-a-long-haul-shut-down/

https://www.olicav.com/#/dual-coding-with-teachers-book/

https://bunsenblue.wordpress.com/2019/12/11/clear-teacher-explanations-2b-dual-coding-definitions-complex-ideas/
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1.3 DESIGNING WORKPACKS AND PREPARING ONLINE LEARNING


Susie Fraser: 
“I wanted to make it as easy as possible for staff to be able to provide  
online learning.”


When we knew that closure was inevitable, I wanted to make it as easy as 
possible for staff to be able to provide online learning. It was important that we 
could use a system that staff were familiar with and it was also important that we 
provided training and materials that would support this, once we were working 
from a distance. I also wanted to make sure that where possible, students who 
did not have access to technology were not disadvantaged. There has been a 
staged approach to roll out and improving quality over time.


We trained staff on how to use Google Classroom and Google Meet. This was 
done with face to face staff training, then followed up with a podcast (which was 
also shared with parents on our website) and handouts with clear instructions 
too. We designed a timetable for Key Stage 4 classes and in the first instance, 
requested that staff use Google Meets with their KS4 classes and use Google 
classroom to set assignments for Key Stage 3. Alongside this, departments 
created workpacks for those students who could not access online learning and 
we staffed a weekly exchange at school. 


For the second exchange of workpacks, I wanted to provide a structure for these 
so that there was a consistent approach across departments. This would make 
expectations clear for staff, go some way to standardising quality but then this 
would also be helpful for students and parents. This was rolled out with a video 
walkthrough explaining the rationale and then a follow-up opportunity for a 
video meeting for anyone who had any questions. I also sent round the first 
examples of good practice. 


As time elapsed and we learnt that closure was likely to continue for some 
time, I wanted to be able to provide some concrete examples of high quality 
online learning, using reflections from what we had learnt at Manchester 
Communication Academy as well as being informed by evidence. Staff were 
confident in using Google Meet now and they were looking for some guidance 
on how we make this brilliant for our students. I held an optional CPD session 
online which was also recorded for staff who couldn’t attend.


A page from the example 
workpack, with guidance 
for teachers


Resources


An example workpack


LEARN MORE


Susie’s training on 
workpack design


LEARN MORE


Susie’s online learning


LEARN MOREI’ve learned from this that it’s important to:


>  Scale up a roll-out of something new. Start small with something  
that staff are already familiar with and build up over time when  
staff have developed confidence


>  Provide training in a number of different formats with the offer  
of follow on support and include good examples


>  Strike a balance between a set format for consistency and the 
opportunity for autonomy



https://www.ambition.org.uk/

https://www2.ambition.org.uk/Example-Workpack-Susie-Fraser

https://www2.ambition.org.uk/Workpack-Training-Susie-Fraser

https://www2.ambition.org.uk/CPD-Session-Susie-Fraser
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1.4 COLLECTIVE DESIGN OF EFFECTIVE REMOTE LEARNING


Rachel Sewell: 
“Shared reading and structured discussion helped to develop a collective 
vision and unify schools, and I hope that our student quizzes and staff surveys 
will give us relatively objective information, which will help us to evaluate and 
re-shape together, before cascading our approach to other year groups.”


As schools closed, my colleague and I were tasked with leading a group of 
13 senior leaders from the 5 secondary schools in our Multi Academy Trust 
to work on developing a collaborative approach to remote learning, initially 
for year 10 and 12 students. It was a challenge because the schools are 
geographically and contextually very different, and as such had different 
existing Virtual Learning Environments, with varying degrees of functionality, 
and varying levels of student and parent engagement. 


We got a commitment from everyone to work on the project for 2 hours  
per day for 6 weeks, and asked them to read and respond to 3 articles on 
distance learning ahead of our first meeting on Microsoft Teams. From here 
we co-constructed a mission statement and designed milestones for the 
project, before sharing these with Headteachers and our CEO for feedback 
and agreement. We selected Teams as our platform. We began by gathering 
data on student access to technology via a survey and follow-up phone calls, 
ready to procure devices for students in need, with an initial focus on year 10, 
12 and vulnerable students. 


We then formed 5 working parties each with a different focus: responsive 
teaching, curriculum for all, IT, sixth form, and community and celebration. 
Each working party began by gathering a picture of existing best practice 
in our schools, and was tasked with designing training or advice, ready to 
feedback to the whole group on a bi-weekly basis.


We quickly implemented a reduced 3-4 lesson timetable for students,  
which mirrors in-school curriculum weighting, and designed an interim 
simplified lesson structure for schools who needed a clearer system quickly. 


Building on our schools’ existing knowledge of Rosenshine’s  
‘Principles of Instruction’ and further shared reading and research, we  
co-constructed a 6 point lesson structure. After much discussion, we opted to 
design pre-recorded voice annotated PowerPoint lessons, which culminate in 
a carefully designed quiz to monitor student engagement and understanding, 
and take their views on the lesson. We designed and delivered training (on 
our pedagogical approach, MS Teams, and peer review of example lessons) 
to volunteer pilot teachers in each school. These teachers begin a 2 week trial 
with their year 10 or 12 classes next week. They will later be used as ‘bright 
spots’ as we take their feedback, re-shape, and roll out the project further. 


Our pilot teachers responded well to training and have designed  
high-quality example lessons across different subjects, which can be used 
as we develop subject-specific cross-school training. Their challenges and 
questions have already helped to re-shape training approaches and resources, 
and anecdotally, they are already beginning to share ideas and best practice 
with staff beyond the pilot groups, generating ‘buzz’ in our schools.


Responsive Teaching 


When working virtually,  
our schools:


Follow the principle that 
planned virtual lessons are 
simple in their format so 
that learners can access 
them: learning is chunked 
into manageable tasks. 
Lessons have clear and 
stated routines, which help 
students to demonstrate the 
right behaviours for learning. 
We use feedback loops as 
a mechanism for checking 
learning but also for giving 
students the opportunity 
to reflect on the lesson and 
what worked for them.


We believe that the 
following steps underpin 
the best virtual lessons:


1. Welcome students, 
outline lesson goals and 
expectations


2. Review previous learning 


2. Build understanding and 
model new ideas 


3. Offer practice with 
scaffolding (opportunity 
for live feedback/ 
Assessment for 
Learning)


4. Further independent work


5. Obtain feedback from 
students to inform next 
lesson through ending 
with a quiz


Anthem Trust’s principles for 
remote responsive teaching



https://www.ambition.org.uk/

https://teacherofsci.com/principles-of-instruction/
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1.5 GUIDING TEACHERS IN ONLINE LESSON DESIGN


Andy Jones: 
“We formulated some options that could be used remotely for each  
section of the lesson.”


We have a new lesson structure in place (Do now, I do, We do, You do, Exit 
ticket – nothing ground breaking) which has been gradually embedded over 
the year. Unfortunately, the current situation has slowed the development and 
CPD that we have linked to this structure. However, I still felt it important to 
provide staff with the ability to use a similar structure when planning remote 
learning lessons. The decision made across our Trust was to concentrate 
on retrieval lessons for the first few weeks of remote learning, then moving 
towards teaching new content. We hoped that this would allow routines to be 
embedded and give staff time to prepare resources to facilitate the teaching 
of new content remotely. I felt that trying to continue with our lesson structure 
would be beneficial for both the planning process for teachers and the learning 
of students (hopefully continuing some consistency and commonality).


Working with my colleague Greg Hughes, we formulated some options that 
could be used remotely for each section of the lesson. My colleague produced 
a summary graphic, a detailed guide and video guides that further explained 
the process of creating sections of lessons. We kept in mind throughout that 
we have a range of staff with regards to their ability to use learning technology, 
and attempted to ensure that there were options that were very easy to 
implement and others that are slightly more advanced. We want staff to  
ensure that staff build in accountability loops, that not only allow staff to 
monitor completion, but also understanding/misconceptions. 


The documents were disseminated initially to trust leaders and academy 
leaders, then to all staff. The documents were well received. We have 
promoted collaborative planning across our trust secondary academies to 
minimise teacher workload. Our trust faculty leaders have coordinated which 
new content will be delivered in each subject area. This will not only aid the 
sharing of resources, but ensure that future trust assessments will still be 
broadly inline. As we now begin the teaching of new content, we expect far 
more dialogue with teaching staff whether that is questions, difficulties or 
general support in creating lessons and resources. The online learning guide 
supports this process and we believe it will have a far longer lasting positive 
impact on teacher practice.


Resources


Resources by Greg Hughes  
@deepexperience1


Online learning  
summary chart


LEARN MORE


Online learning guide


LEARN MORE



https://www.ambition.org.uk/

https://www2.ambition.org.uk/Summary-Chart-Greg-Hughes

https://www2.ambition.org.uk/Online-Learning-Guide-Greg-Hughes

https://twitter.com/deepexperience1?lang=en
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Jo Riley: 
“From the reading I had done from countries where 
schools had already been closed, what informed my 
decision making most was finding ways that families  
and staff could still feel connected and also provide 
structure for the day.”


I think for me the biggest challenge was knowing that 
so many of my parents do not have the academic 
background to be able to deliver the learning that their 
children would receive in school; but that they would 
have different skills we could tap into. For me, knowing 
our context was what shaped our decisions over the 
few days we had to put together learning packs. Several 
things informed our decisions, not least that the things 
that our parents deliver best are the practical, creative 
home learning projects that are set half termly. They can’t 
necessarily help our children with their maths homework, 
but they can create an amazing, moving model of London 
landmarks, or a working wooden bicycle - and when it 
comes to baking and cooking, they often excel. 


When the shutdown was announced we had about a 
third of parents’ email addresses. By the time we closed 
on the Friday we had every single one – even setting 
up email addresses and quick tutorials on how to use 
them for those parents who had never used email. We 
frantically looked for some kind of solution to setting 
work for a whole class, not yet being set up on Google 
Classroom or Microsoft Teams – all things that were 
planned for implementation over the summer term, to 
be rolled out in the autumn.


We managed to do it and we decided that the timetable 
would be carefully planned to refer to the paper 
workpacks we would produce once a month, a mixture 
of online learning platforms, and then practical, arts and 
crafts activities that the children could explore. As we put 
together the packs we ensured that every child was also 
given a pen, a pencil, an exercise book, a ruler – practical 
things that many of our children would not have at home. 
We raided the library and book corners to ensure that 
every child left school with at least 3 or 4 books to read 
(contacting local businesses to see if they’d be willing to 
help restock the library if the books did not come back).


I held socially-distanced staff briefings where the 
expectations for staff were also shared. We organised a 
daily timetable and a weekly phone call home, more often 
for children who were vulnerable to SEN. We drew on 
the CPD we’d delivered since September to ask teachers 
not to attempt new learning but rather to consolidate and 
rehearse things the children had already covered. 


Our practice is still developing, we are finding new ways 
of working and keeping connected. We are not checking 
whether children complete the work or not – that is really 
not our concern right now. We are going to have our 
first whole staff Zoom meeting soon and spend time 
reflecting on what is working and what needs to change. 
The feedback I am getting from families and staff is that 
it is actually the weekly phone call that is making the most 
difference. We want to find better ways of keeping in 
contact, possibly using Zoom to bring children together 
or a different piece of technology. 


1.6 FINDING WAYS TO HELP FAMILIES AND STAFF REMAIN CONNECTED



https://www.ambition.org.uk/
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SECTION 2:


HOW CAN WE SUPPORT TEACHERS 
TO KEEP IMPROVING?


Resources


The full guidance and 
recommended reading


LEARN MORE


Teachers’ reflection log


LEARN MORE


Debbie Light:  
“I wanted to use this time to develop teachers’ professional knowledge  
on pedagogy and curriculum.”


I thought about what I would want all my teachers to know, which would  
help them make better planning decisions. I have collated readings and 
videos for teachers and there is an accompanying professional development  
Reflection Log, which has 45 questions to help structure their thinking.


Alongside this, heads of department are interweaving subject-specific books, 
journals and blogs for their teams to read, which align with our pedagogy and 
curriculum approach. Each week, certain tasks are set and debated in remote 
department meetings; these discussions then feed into the Department 
Improvement Plan for 2020/2021. After May half term, teams will begin 
to apply their knowledge by improving our curriculum planning.


2.1 CONTINUING TO DEVELOP TEACHERS’ PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE


Extract from the guidance document given to staff:


During the COVID-19 pandemic we must continue to focus on our 
school priorities. Frustratingly, we cannot be in the classroom, on the 
front line, supporting and developing our students. Instead, we must 
spend this time preparing for our return. With this in mind, Acton staff 
are set the challenge to develop aspects of their pedagogy and expand 
their professional knowledge in this period, to use their time away from 
school carefully and purposefully.


You will see that the training sessions are grouped by core priority. 
Week 1 focuses on revisiting our core design principles for teaching 
and week 2 looks at developing our thinking on curriculum design. 
Week 3 then moves into more subject-specific training where  
high-quality training exists. From week 3 onwards heads of 
depratment will allocate 3 hours a week of reading from the  
menu below to help.


As professionals we should be able to tolerate a high level of autonomy 
and decide when and how we complete this work around our other 
responsibilities at home. The sessions below are all to be found 
on the Ark learning platform unless otherwise stated. Your head of 
department will liaise with you and talk through the training completed 
each week during the weekly Department MS Teams meeting.



https://www.ambition.org.uk/

https://www2.ambition.org.uk/Online-CPD-Debbie-Light

https://www2.ambition.org.uk/Professional-Development-Log-Debbie-Light
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Louise Hall and Catherine Clark:  
“We agreed upon a body of knowledge we would like  
all of our staff to gain during the next 12 weeks.”


The uncertainty that marked the week prior to the 
government’s decision to partially close schools, and 
the measures heads and governors needed to take to 
prepare for that eventuality, meant that most of us had 
little time to consider how best to support staff during 
this time. In this situation, we agreed upon a body of 
knowledge we would like all of our staff to gain during the 
next 12 weeks. This would enable our staff to be better 
equipped to navigate the trust’s curriculum and teaching 
& learning model, as well as understand and support our 
children’s emotional development. 


Teachers and Learning Support Staff – goals and rationale 


Rationale: New teaching and learning profiles are due to 
be launched with staff for the academic year 2020/21. 
During the period of school closure, we aim to support 
staff to explore exactly what makes for effective learning 
and teaching strategies. We will complete a series of 
modules to help integrate research-based strategies  
for learning into classroom practice. We will explore:


>  How can we create healthy habits during this  
new way of working?


>  How can we help pupils to attend to learning?
>  How can we help pupils focus on what matters?
>  How can we help pupils encode information in  


long-term memory?
>  How can we find out what pupils already know?   
>  How can we help pupils to remember what they learn?


We recognise that some of the ideas being explored 
may be obvious to staff, whilst others may feel counter-
intuitive. All have the potential to shine a light on our 
practice and nudge us to reflect on the reasons we teach 
like we do. During this process, staff will become familiar 
with the terminology contained in the profiles.


2.2 DESIGNING A PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME FOR ALL STAFF


Resource


This document shares the rationales, flight paths 
and messages sent to different groups of staff


LEARN MORE


Learning Goals for Weeks 3 and 4 for the 
administrative and supervisory staff:


Week 3


Deeper Understanding of Being Strand - Being Special


Success Criteria:
>  Sound understanding of Thrive Being ‘Being Special’ stage.


Staff will understand that: 
>  Children will present with increased confidence and  


self esteem
>  Children will show they feel they belong in school and have 


a sense of being part of the school community family
>  Children will be receptive to new experiences and willing  


to have a go.


Week 4


Recap, Revisit and Refocus Success Criteria:
> Reflect on key learning.
> Note points to develop your own practice.
>  Notes on how to develop the whole trust approach  


(specific to their team). 


Task 1
Using a given scenario for a fictitious child at Being, can you 
identify which strand within being they have an interruption? 
Can you explain what you would do in this situation and the 
strategies that you may use based upon your learning? What 
could the potential barriers be for this particular scenario? 


Task 2
Can you reflect upon a personal experience with a Being  
child and how you would adjust your practice drawing upon 
new learning? 



https://www.ambition.org.uk/

https://www2.ambition.org.uk/Professional-Development-Programme
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Keren Davis: 
“I wanted to continue to train trainee teachers online.”


I wanted to continue to train Initial Teacher Trainees and Newly-Qualified 
Teachers online, focussing on a skill that would be useful for online teaching 
and I wanted the session to have a similar structure to our normal training.  
The challenges I faced were:


a)  Maintaining our usual CPD culture when we’re not all in the same room  
so can’t see each other practice


b)  We are normally a group of 18 so will be hard to have discussions
c)  Technical difficulties – I hoped that the model clips and break out  


rooms worked.


My plan for the session was to have a clear teacher exposition/model  
to help students learn online. My plan had the following structure:


1. Talk through rationale about why we need to have a really clear  
teacher exposition


2. Share success criteria 
3. Watch a clip of an online lesson - one maths, one history
4. “Everybody type” activity: each person shares one ‘What Went Well’ 


from the clip. Cold call using people’s responses to guide discussion
5. “Everybody type” activity: each person shares one ‘Even Better If’ 


 from the clip. Cold call using responses to guide discussion
6. Time to plan/script their next model episode 
7. Split off to breakout rooms to practice their model by sharing their screen.  


Keep to subject specific pairs/trios. Think about pairing before the session.
8. Each pair gives and gets feedback using success criteria. I bounce around the 


different groups to support and give feedback. 
9. Then bring them back together at the end for an “Everybody type” activity of 


one take away that they’re going to do tomorrow


This remote training was a great success! I was really pleased with the trainees’ 
engagement with the “everybody type” activities as this allowed me to see 
what they were all thinking. It also meant that I could facilitate meaningful 
discussions using what they had written as a starting point, which also served 
as a model of how they could check for understanding with their students.  
I was so impressed going around the break out rooms that practice was 
actually happening! Maybe it was because they knew I could pop in at any 
time, or maybe because our teachers see the value in practicing in these 
sessions as part of our normal whole school CPD culture, but either way  
it worked well.


2.3 CONTINUING TO SUPPORT TRAINEE TEACHERS


Resource


The PowerPoint session


LEARN MORE



https://www.ambition.org.uk/

https://www2.ambition.org.uk/Training-PowerPoint-Keren-Davis
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Things that went well:


1. Keeping the structure as similar to our normal  
CPD as possible, with a really clear rationale.


2. Showing model clips of videos from different 
subjects– I learnt a lot from just rewatching my own 
clips (maths), as well as also watching a history one.


3. Using the chat function for “everybody type” 
activities to hear from everyone but then cold  
call using the answers and facilitate a discussion 
that way.


4. Breaking off into smaller subject specific groups  
to practice.


5. I popped between the groups and then when we 
all came back together at the end I gave shout 
outs of effective feedback or practice that I saw 
in each group.


6. Doing one final “everybody type” activity at the 
end to see people’s take aways.


On reflection these are ways it could be improved:


1. With practice, people are more likely to feel 
awkward because it’s the first time practising 
online, so I needed to be more explicit about 
who goes first. For example, “The person in  
each group whose name comes first in the 
alphabet goes first.” 


2. Modeling what practice looks like while sharing 
my screen, rather than just talking through it. 


3. Posting the ‘rounds, success criteria, feedback’ 
slide in the chat function or ITT whatsapp group  
so everyone can see it when they split off into 
their new groups and can still refer to it. 


4. Inviting mentors to join by giving a notice in the 
morning briefing. “No pressure but if you  
want to join then please do, as it would help your 
mentee to plan etc.”


The powerpoint slide for the practice activity in the training session



https://www.ambition.org.uk/
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Kathryn Frost:  
“How do we continue to support trainees to improve 
their teaching virtually?”


I have been trying to establish how we continue to 
support trainees to improve their teaching virtually  
(and how we support my colleagues, who are also 
Development Leads, to work with trainees virtually).


I set up a group for Development Leads to practise 
running virtual practice sessions ahead of rolling this  
out for use with trainees. I used the practice planning 
template to create a model for others to use, recruited 
volunteers to trial the sessions and put them into groups  
of 3, then set up a timescale in the following steps.


Step 1 –  Share an artefact with your group  
e.g. lesson plan, journal reflection, unit of work


Step 2 – Plan the practice for this session


Step 3 –  Set up a call with your group to run the virtual 
practice sessions


Step 4 –  Evaluation session to discuss what went well/
even better if and plan to share findings with 
colleagues


I definitely feel like this is a necessary process before 
rolling out virtual practice with all trainees, even if just  
for our confidence.


2.4 SUPPORTING TRAINEE TEACHERS TO TEACH VIRTUALLY


Top Tips


Having gone through the cycle, we produced this ‘top tips’ document to share with colleagues, based on their 
evaluation of the practice.


>  Virtual practice works! We had a go at practising, 
including: improving a journal entry, improving a 
specific aspect of a lesson plan (Teaching Standard 
6), getting a trainee to ‘begin with the end’ when 
planning and modelling a key concept. 


>  It can be useful to use the practice plan when 
planning for a session


>  Sharing on a screen is powerful - typing in Word and 
sharing screen works well. 


>  Ask for more information about what you might 
need before the practice begins e.g. scheme of 
work, subject specific information.


>  Consider beforehand how you will follow up with 
practice and how the mentor might support e.g. 
with subject specific areas.


>  Send an email after the session to the mentor and 
tutor detailing the practice and ensure the trainee 
has follow-up actions which will embed the skill. 


>  We found that there is a real opportunity in virtual 
practice in that if you need to stop because the 
trainee doesn’t have all of the information they 
need, you could come back to it a couple of days 
later and ask them to speak to their mentor in the 
interim (very different than when in school!)


>  Use pre-recorded videos where appropriate. 


>  Consider practising the logistics on Zoom / Teams 
with a colleague before going ahead. For example: 
if you plan on modelling a skill, is it better to record 
a video of yourself to watch with the trainee or to 
model live?



https://www.ambition.org.uk/
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Chris Mitchinson:  
“Not seeing a teacher in action is a risk.”


After speaking with other Teacher Education Fellows and 
completing two days of back-to-back interviews, these are 
my thoughts on interviewing online. Obviously not seeing 
a teacher in action is a risk, but with conference calling 
you also miss out on many subtle clues. For example, 
how a candidate walks into a room; their presence around 
a table; eye-contact; how they react in a pressurised 
situation like an interview etc. All these meta-behavioural 
cues, that we intuitively pick up on are missing.


If you do need to recruit, set tasks to whittle the group 
down or gain greater insight into a candidate. A Q&A 
session is not enough and as you get deeper into the 
process you will realise (despite knowing this already) 
that anyone can say anything. To help negotiate this 
I would suggest breaking your interview into three 
discreet stages.


Stage 1 - Set a task (for example):


8:30 - 9:00: prospective teacher is sent a short piece 
of research to read and say how it could impact their 
teaching. Must be returned via email by 9am


9:00 - 9:30: prospective teacher is sent a classroom-
based scenario and again must send back a short email 
by 9:30 saying how they would deal with this.


10:00 - 10:30: prospective teacher is asked to write a 
brief summary of their worst lesson and what they learnt 
from it before sending it back via email.


At this point the field could then be whittled down.


Stage 2 - Impact: 


Provide the candidates with a series of questions in 
advance asking for examples of impact. These questions 
can be tailored depending on the position an applicant 
is applying for and may be anecdotal (rather than data 
driven) depending on experience.


Stage 3 - Depending upon your interview process you 
could now ask questions ‘cold’.


Online etiquette: the first few minutes can be cumbersome 
as all parties within the interview log-on separately, 
fiddle with mics and computers and make the necessary 
adjustments. At this point I would suspend any judgements, 
as even the most qualified candidate can be undermined 
sitting in their parent’s living room with their mam helping 
them to fix an IT problem! Upon starting, I would introduce 
as normal, before discussing on-line etiquette. Apologise 
in advance for when things don’t go according to plan 
(at least one person throughout every process will begin 
speaking without turning their mic on); make clear that 
when technology fails you will re-set back to the previous 
point when everyone was caught up. Make clear that the 
candidate should direct their answers to whomever has 
asked the question, meanwhile the other interviewers may 
be shutting their cameras and their mics off but will be 
listening and not to get distracted. This is important, as 
everyone is working from home and they may have to react 
to a ‘background situation’. I would also suggest clarifying 
if there could be any interruptions and stating clearly that if 
this does happen, not to worry and again we will simply re-
set the question. All prospective staff should be reminded 
that there is a probation period and this will carry more 
weight as the process can’t be as rigorous.


Ultimately, from conducting two long-days of interviewing 
and speaking to other Fellows, I was struck by two 
points. The first: it is very easy to come across well over a 
conference call and a lot of companies use a conference call 
or telephone call as the first hurdle in an interview process 
– not the last and only one. Secondly, I spoke to a vice-
principal of a secondary school, whose school was currently 
interviewing for a Principal via Zoom and it struck me that 
despite having no experience as a secondary head, but 20 
years’ experience as a primary school teacher, I reckon that 
I could do quite a convincing interview via Zoom to become 
that school’s next leader, which in a nutshell is the problem 
inherent in interviewing in this way.


2.5 RECRUITING FOR THE COMING YEAR



https://www.ambition.org.uk/

https://www2.ambition.org.uk/Teacher-Education-Fellows-Learn-More
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These extracts, insights and experiences have been shared by the participants on our Teacher Education 
Fellows programme. They represent the challenges specific to their contexts and draw on the programme’s 
learnings and resources to develop solutions. We hope it serves as a useful resource for other educators 
across the sector during this difficult time.


Teacher Education Fellows is a two-year programme to help already experienced teacher educators develop 
informed and intentional approaches to the most important components of teacher education. If you’re 
interested in improving your practice, benefitting from the network and joining the best conversations in 
education, speak to our team about becoming a 2020 Fellow.


LEARN MORE


For more information about Ambition Institute and our full programme suite, click here.



https://www.ambition.org.uk/

https://www2.ambition.org.uk/Teacher-Education-Fellows-Learn-More

https://www2.ambition.org.uk/Teacher-Education-Fellows-Learn-More

https://www2.ambition.org.uk/Teacher-Education-Fellows-Learn-More

https://www2.ambition.org.uk/Teacher-Education-Fellows-Learn-More

https://www2.ambition.org.uk/l/330231/2020-05-11/3g3nl
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Check for understanding: suggestions for remote learning 


There are a variety of different tools that can be used to check for understanding during remote learning. Please see below for a summary of some tools 


that could be used: 


Type Programme Suggested use 


Assessment in 
lessons 


Slido (free version 
so limited) 


Can be used throughout the presentation to incorporate polls (word cloud, ratings, open text), quizzes and 
questions as well as an audience Q&A function. Free accounts allows 3 polls and one quiz per session. 
Participants can see results in the app/browser so can be used for pre-recorded sessions. 
FOR LIVE SESSIONS: These can be integrated into a PowerPoint so live results can be seen during the 
presentation by downloading a free integration tool.  


Padlet (free version 
so limited) 


Online sharing space (example from last conference here for Primary) but you can only make 3 before you 
have to pay. You can extract the padlet as a image/pdf though and then clear it and use it again as one of r 
the 3 free spaces. 


MS whiteboard Whiteboard lets participants of Teams meetings collaborate on a shared digital canvas (brief overview). Be 
aware this is not recorded on screen if the meeting is recorded. You can add entries using INK, notes or text- 
detailed tutorial here. When you click share in a TEAMs meeting, whiteboard is an option (only initiated on 
pc - not iPad). Can be set up in advance to contribute to. Also has templates for variety of meeting types. 
Can be set up in advance and shared into TEAMS. 


Quick Polls in 
Teams using Forms 


You can create a quick poll in TEAMs using the forms button within the chat feature. See here. 


Kahoot Mini timed quizzes can be created and shared and reviewed website here. This can be integrated with MS 
TEAMs here. 


Go Formative Go Formative is a tool that allows teachers to view the work students are completing, as they are 
completing it. Click here to gain access to this resource. 


Assignments after 
lessons 


MS forms Simple, lightweight app that lets you easily create surveys, quizzes, and polls. In educational institutions, it 
can be used to create quizzes, collect feedback from teachers and parents, or plan class and staff activities. 
Advanced features here. Using Forms for assessment within TEAMs here. 


Flipgrid Flipgrid is a social learning platform that allows educators to ask a question, then the students respond in a 
video. Students are then able to respond to one another, creating a “web” of discussion. Click here for an 
overview. Flipgrid can be integrated TEAMs too as tabs and assignments (see video here) 


 



https://www.sli.do/features-polls

https://www.sli.do/features-quizzes

https://youtu.be/SLOX1kaubmo

https://www.sli.do/powerpoint-polling

https://padlet.com/emilyhobson1/ea0cvmic5ozalqwd

https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/microsoft-365/microsoft-whiteboard/digital-whiteboard-app/?rtc=1

https://youtu.be/Vb3JlDOeJX0

https://youtu.be/msdLARDwk1Q

https://kahoot.com/schools-u/

https://kahoot.com/press/2020/05/20/kahoot-integration-microsoft-teams-engagement-distance-learning-video-conferencing/#:~:text=today%20announced%20the%20launch%20of,pace%20from%20directly%20within%20Teams.&text=Also%2C%20teachers%20or%20trainers%20can,learn%20at%20their%20own%20pace.

https://goformative.com/

https://youtu.be/hV9-5d-V1wg

https://youtu.be/KY8xLhzpy-s

https://youtu.be/vJOoloQ7k5Q

https://youtu.be/chCkuOZEAOU
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Remote teaching approaches, including TEACH LIKE A CHAMPION ONLINE 
 


 


A Step by step approach to learning online 


 


 







 


 


REMOTE TEACHING: THE SAME, BUT DIFFERENT 


Kevin Burden, Professor of Technologically Enhanced Learning and Director of Research for the School or Education: 


 One-size won't fit all 


 It is unlikely that schools will be able to simply replicate one system with technology (that wasn't built for that purpose). 


However, we can look beyond the existing system to the good practice and great opportunities afforded by digital 


learning that face-to-face teaching does not always give us 


 A good starting point for a longer term strategy around e-learning (and CPD to support this) might be: What is a good 


model of learning? What is our model of learning? Then consider how we achieve that through technology, and what 


needs to change. 


 There is no learning without assessment - assessment for learning needs to be writ large into any approach 


 VARIETY is key - bite-size learning depending on age or concentration levels 


 Student engagement and self-regulation can be enhanced if students feel empowered and have some agency over 


their learning, i.e. give learners some opportunity to use the technology themselves as appropriate to age and 


maturity (i.e. lead a breakout room - with supervision/subject to safeguarding considerations) 


 Social dimension - how can that be recreated remotely? 


 


Daniel Muijs has argued that much of what we already know can be applied to the world of online learning, and this forms the 


basis of most of the advice. However, Daisy Christodoulou has emphasised the need to focus on the mental processes of the 


classroom rather than mimicking surface level features. This means knowing why the practices you are selecting from – be it an 


instructional guide, retrieval practice quiz, or assignment – are likely to be effective in achieving your goals rather than just 


setting busy work to keep students occupied.  


 


Doug Lemov also offers some useful context for teaching online, which is to remind us that pupils already have established 


behaviours in an online context which involve skimming texts, switching between material, and limiting their attention. He cites 


research from Maryann Wolf who suggests the average time spent reading/watching something online is 2.5 minutes. Bearing 


this in mind, Lemov suggests we should provide plenty of opportunities for students to break up the online aspect of learning 


with offline activities and assignments, as well as ensuring our expectations of students are clear and we hold them to account 


for completing work. 


 


 


 







 


 


TEACH LIKE A CHAMPION ONLINE  


 


COMMUNICATION AND MOTIVATION  


 
Begin video content or online teaching with your head and 


shoulders large on screen and welcome students before 


sharing your screen with them and minimising the image of 


you. This enables a moment of human contact and motivates 


them through their relationship with you and the group  


 


Use a calm, warm and caring tone. Connect with pupils 


through a brief greeting. Create a sense of you all being part 


of a team/collective with your words 


 


Spend some time making explicit what equipment/resources 


pupils need to participate in the session. Be very clear and 


direct and tell them to pause the video and get what they 


need if they are not ready yet. This holds them to account. 


 


When greeting students or giving a specific instruction, look 


directly into the camera. They are socially conditioned to 


respond when you look at them! 


 


Begin with a task or recall quiz that offers a high success ratio 


for students. Beginning by feeling competence builds their 


intrinsic motivation. 


 


Create the impression that the collective behaviour you desire 


is the norm. Use phrases like, “All of you are expected to…”, 


“Everyone has been…”, “I’ve seen so many great 


examples…”, “More of you are doing this…” This is motivating 


because nobody likes feeling left out. 


 


Consider using “fake feedback” (will probably be more suited to younger 


children, although may amuse older pupils if done tongue-in-cheek), for 


example asking students to participate in choral response or with an answer 


then responding as though you heard – think of Joe Wickes asking us if we are 


ready for the workout then saying, “I can’t hear you – are you ready?” pause 


“Great!” This creates a positive feedback loop  


 


Be very clear about what exactly you expect students to do. Sometimes non-


compliance arises from confusion or lack of clarity 


 


Communicate well defined, concrete learning/achievement goals and frame 


material in the big picture – how does it link to the learning process and their 


long term goals? How will this be built on when they return to school? This 


motivates by creating a sense of purpose 


 


Have set ways you initiate lessons/get students to show they are participating 


(consistent routines/Brighten Lines/100%). This creates familiarity and routine and 


cues up the behaviour you will reward  


 


Celebrate success collectively – “As a class we are aiming to get 40 correct 


answers here”, “Let’s improve out class average on the tests to 85% this week” 


This is their reward, and may work to pull in and motivate those individuals who 


aren’t feeling personally successful and are on the edge of disengaging. 


 


Build in habits and cues for students are expected to log on at x time and 


complete x. Habits and routines help to keep us motivated  


 


 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


CONTENT  
 


 


Be clear about what they are expected to do and how they will be held 


accountable – whether completing a quiz, sending a photo, filling in a 


worksheet, typing an answer in chat or submitting work on SMH. Make sure 


you can follow up. The message pupils should get is, “I care, I’ll know, and I’ll 


follow up” 


 


 


Stick to essential content only  


 


Prioritise retrieval, review and application of what has already 


been taught otherwise you risk them forgetting what you’ve 


covered already 


 


Use a combination of multiple-choice quizzes and free text 


when asking questions. Both aid learning and provide you with 


useful data 


Introduce regular “Pause Points” into instructive videos – set a task, clearly tell 


students what to do, make it clear how they will be accountable for doing the 


work, then tell them to pause the video so they can do it. This gives them a 


chance to apply knowledge and stay focused  


 


Provide plenty of opportunities for independent practice and application of 


knowledge alongside regular quizzes 


Ask students to elaborate and offer reasoning for their 


responses to questions. This reinforces their understanding  


 


If introducing new content or building on knowledge, refer to 


relevant prior knowledge. Remember new knowledge relies 


on the foundations being secure 


 


Remind students of content, concepts or skills they may have 


forgotten. If they have forgotten, tell them where they can 


find the information they need 


 


Break learning down into shorter sessions spread across longer 


periods of time than usual. Spacing like this should aid 


retention whilst schools are closed 


 


Provide models and detailed worked examples to students before setting tasks. 


Get them to review the model and, if possible, provide alternative models for 


them that are matched to their learning needs  


 


Anticipate the problems students may have with a process and provide 


adequate scaffolding to help them 


 


Provide scaffolding in a series of steps. If using video, introduce pause points 


and a checking for understanding point (see FEEDBACK below) after each 


step. Gradually remove steps as they progress and gain competence 


 


If you are live or video modelling, ensure you narrate what you are doing and 


why you are doing it. If providing a model offer this narration in writing by 


annotating the model before sharing  


 







 


 


 FEEDBACK  


 
Use pause points to enable quick formative feedback – e.g. 


get pupils to do a quiz then provide the answers for them to 


self-assess, or ask them to complete a task then provide a 


model answer that directs them through the process they 


should have applied  


 


When giving teacher feedback, focus on shaping their actions for next time. 


Draw their attention to their success against the criteria you provided. Make 


sure you follow up in their next task in seeing they have taken the desired 


actions.  


Try to establish check for understanding points, which involved 


asking them to check their understanding because you can’t 


(unless teaching via Zoom). If they got something wrong can 


you direct them to cycle back to an earlier point or a revision 


resource? Then can they come back and pick up or try 


again?  


If you are using Zoom or Google Meet, check for understanding using hinge 


questions or whole class response. Use Cold Call and ask students to build on 


one another’s responses to hold them accountable for keeping track and 


doing the work  


 


If at all possible encourage discourse about feedback – can their next activity be to tell you where they went wrong and why?  


 


USING MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS  


 
Ensure the questions focus on clear learning objectives within 


the taught curriculum  


 


Questions should not be negatively phrased  


 


You should provide three plausible answers 


Focus on testing the most important content  


 


Use simple vocabulary and syntax in the questions and don’t 


include irrelevant information of examples. Make sure the 


question is very clear – students should not get it wrong 


because they misunderstood the question  


 


 


Don’t give greater detail in the correct option – this acts as a prompt and 


helps students guess correctly 


 


Wherever possible, use incorrect options that indicate to you what the 


student misconceptions are 


 


Don’t use opinion-based questions for MC 


Return to review concepts and content regularly. This should 


aid retention. 


 


Provide clear success criteria for tasks 


If you are using Zoom or Google Meet, use it to support students through 


independent practice 


 


If you are using Zoom or Google Meet, use it to support students through 


independent practice 







 


 


LINKS TO PROFESSIONAL LEARNING - READING AND VIDEOS ON REMOTE TEACHING 
 


TLAC  


 
Doug Lemov interview in which he outlines the key principals he feels create effective remote teaching practice:  


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tOCDRSRLN5w&feature=youtu.be  


Videos and field notes from the TLAC blog focusing on remote teaching:  


 


Mastering remote teaching– intro: https://teachlikeachampion.com/blog/mastering-remote-teaching-intro-two-types-of-learning/  


 


Connecting and communicating through video: https://teachlikeachampion.com/blog/our-first-round-of-videos-of-online-teaching/  


 


Introducing “pause points” in video/remote teaching: https://teachlikeachampion.com/blog/pause-points-a-clip-from-sara-sherrs-online-


classroom/  


 


Example of a planned, live online lesson: https://teachlikeachampion.com/blog/alex-barbas-bio-class-an-example-of-a-synchronous-online-


lesson/  


 


Feedback and accountability loops: https://teachlikeachampion.com/blog/feedback-and-accountability-loops-for-online-classes/  


 


Example of a planned, pre-recorded video lesson: https://teachlikeachampion.com/blog/online-lessons-george-bramley-wins-the-battle-of-


hastings/  


 


Accountability and feedback online: https://teachlikeachampion.com/blog/accountability-and-feedback-online-one-big-questions-is-when/  


Using Cold Call in a live online lesson: https://teachlikeachampion.com/blog/knikki-hernandez-engages-students-online-with-three-types-of-


cold-call/ 


 


Reading aloud in online lessons: https://teachlikeachampion.com/blog/is-reading-aloud-relevant-in-an-online-classroom-yes-these-videos-


prove-it/ 
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RESEARCHeD PRESENTATIONS   
 


Paul Kirschner: Tips for effective teaching from a distance  


Harry Fletcher-Wood: How to get students to turn up to remote learning  


Caroline Spalding: Re-motivating students  


Stuart Kime: Distance learning by MCQ 


 


BLOGS AND ARTICLES  
 


Daisy Christodoulou: Why remote learning hasn’t worked before and what we can do to change that  


https://daisychristodoulou.com/2020/03/remote-learning-why-hasnt-it-worked-before-and-what-can-we-do-to-change-that/ 


 


Daisy Christodoulou: The challenge of remote teaching is the challenge of all teaching  


https://daisychristodoulou.com/2020/04/the-challenge-of-remote-teaching-is-the-challenge-of-all-teaching/ 


 


Professor Daniel Muijs and Dr. Dominique Sluijsmans: Why this is not the time for large-scale educational experiments  


https://schoolsweek.co.uk/why-this-is-not-the-time-for-large-scale-educational-experiments/ 
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